LIBRARY CONSULTATION WORKING GROUP

Agenda: 3:00 pm, Monday, June 10, 2019 in Main Library Room 428.
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Presentation by Thomas Teper of the 50% Submittal of the UIUC REDEVELOPMENT PLAN PROGRAMMING AND CONCEPTUAL DESIGN STUDY.

Questions and Comments

1. 3 1/2 million volumes retained. Removal of stacks 1-5. Use of high density compact shelving in stack 6 and basement of new addition to retain 3 1/2 million capacity.

2. Main library dedicated to the Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences.

3. Existing Building Opportunities
   . Emphasis of the N-S circulation spine.
   . Circulation Room Reuse as an "event space."
   . New Southwest modern entry between new classroom building and new Library addition.
   . Courtyards: café or glass roofed event space, café or additional interior space.
   . 4th floor "destination space."
   . Improved adjacencies and transparencies due to non-structural wall removals.

4. Vision Statement (pg.32): do we support?

   . Category - Level Program
   . Key spaces in the "Partner."
   . Collections in Main Library/Departmental Library.
- Anchor Spaces: Learning Center and Media Commons.
- Anchor Spaces: scholarly Center and Cooperative Research Commons.
- Anchor Spaces: Graduate Commons and Community Hub.
- Public/Event Spaces: Café and Flex Instruction/Event Space.
- User Spaces: Flex Collab/Hangout Space and Individual Research Spaces.
- User Spaces: Blended Staff and User Space and Collaborative Space.
- Primary Adjacency Diagram.
- Space Needs and Adjacencies Study (pg 54).
- Space Design and Placement Factors: "note key comments."
- Proposed Site and Circulation.
- Proposed Adjacency Diagrams and Scenarios 1,2,3. Perhaps greater review at next submittal.